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 What year did Germany begin their attack on France during WWII?

 According to The Bible, how many loaves of bread did Jesus use to feed the
five thousand?

 Which US State is abbreviated to OK?

 What do the letters SPF on sunscreen stand for?

 What is lockjaw better known as?

 What is 4995 divided by 15?

 What did David and Victoria Beckham name their first child?

 What type of shark was Jaws?

 Which Rock Band did Brian May belong to?

 Which pop group had eighteen consecutive top ten hits in the UK in the
1970's?
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My Score

 PEOPLE –Which famous couple met on the set of the film 'Cleopatra'?

 PLACES - Which Country's Cars carr the registration letters CH?

 SPORT - Which League football team became known as the Milton Keynes
Dons in 2004?

 SHOWBIZ - What was the name of the Coffee Shop where TV's 'Friends'
used to meet?

 AFFAIRS - What did the Ecology Party change its name to in the 1980's?

 HISTORY - In which Lane did the Great Fire of London begin?

 BOOKS - Who wrote the novel 'Moby Dick'?

 WORDS - Which drink is names after the town Jerez in Spain?

 BRITAIN - Which town in Greater Manchester gives its name to a rounded
pastry with a dried fruit filling?

 SPELLING - PRIVILEGE... A benefit or immunity granted under certain
conditions
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 What is called 'The Old Lady of Threadneedle street'?

 In which war was the Battle of Balaclava?

 What is the next prime number after 71?

 Which best selling author also wrote as 'Mary Westmacott'?

 What is England's largest national park?

 How many hearts does Dr Who have?

 What colour is Carmine?

 Which grow upward, stalactites or stalagmites?

 What blocks the sun's ultra-violet rays?

 Which famous riding school is in Vienna?
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 In the Wizard of Oz, what does the scarecrow, tin man and lion want from
the wizard?

 Who painted the roof of the Sistine Chapel?

 Which Footballer said in 1986 that he scored with The Hand of God?

 Which animal was responsible for the death of the Australian Wildlife
expert, Steve Irwin, aka The Crocodile Hunter?

 Whose English Mustard uses a Bull on its packaging?

 What is the longest Snake in the World?

 How many dots are there on a die?

 What year was the National Lottery introduced into Great Britain?

 Mr Spock was half man and half what?

 What is the most popular name for a Public House in Great Britain?
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